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1. Purpose 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This manual is a guide for the use of personnel con-
cerned with signal intelligence (Signal Corps technical 
intelligence), and should be used in conjunction with 
FM 30--16. 
2. Scope 
The manual covers the principal phases of signal 
intelligence at various echelons. It describes the in-
telligence responsibilities of the Signal Corps, the 
mission, organization, and operation of signal intelli-
gence units, and the means and methods of obtaining 
and processing information to produce signal intelli-
gence (fig. 1). 
3. References 
Publications and training films pertaining to sub-
jects within the scope of this manual are listed in 
appcndix 1. 
4. Definitions 
Signal intelligence as defined in SR 320-5-1 is to 
be sharply distinguished from communication intelli-
gence, and electronic intelligence. 
a. Signal intelligence is that portion of technical 
and scientific intelligence that is concerned with signal 
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and electronic equipment, systems, installations, organi-
zations, doctrines, tactics, and techniques of foreign 
nations, both military and civil. It is a function of 
the Signal Corps and a vital element of the overall 
technical intelligence pattern coordinated by the As-
sistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence (ACSI). 
b . .commwHcation intelligence consists of informa-
tiOO obtained by intercepting enemy traffic and by 
applying electronic position finding techniques to 
enemy radio and radar stations. It also includes the 
study of the enemy's communication means, pro-
cedures, and security systems. This form of intelli-
gence lies outside the scope of this manual. It is not 
a function of the Signal Corps. 
c. Electronic intelligence is thc collection and the 
technical processing for intelligence purposes, of in-
formation on non-communications, electro magnetic 
radiations emanating from other than atomic detona-
tion sources. This form of intelligence functioning is 
not a responsibility of the Signal Corps. 
5. Objectives of Signal Intelligence 
The objectives of signal intelligence are-
Q. To provide the army with signal intelligence con-
cerning the vulnerability and capability of foreign 
communication systems, both civil and military. 
b. To provide the army \vith signal intelligence re-
quired for the prompt and efficient use of captured 
signal equipment and communication systems. 
c. To proyide research and development laboratorics 
with technical intelligence for possible application in 
developing new signal equipment and electronic 
countermeasures devices. 
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d. To provide staff officers with signal intelligence 
for possible inclusion in long-range strategic planning. 
e. To arrive at an estimate of a foreign nation:s 
military capabilities in the field of telecommunication, 
at both tactical and strategic level. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE RESPONSIBILITIES 
6. General 
The Signal Corps is responsible for supplying signal 
intelligence to the Department of the Army (DA), to 
theater commanders, and to other authorized ngcncics. 
To meet its responsibility in this respect, the Signal 
Corps-
a. Trains specialists in methods of collecting and 
processing signal information. 
b. Directs the prompt and complete study of cap-
tured signal equipment, supplies, installations, and 
documents. to abstract information of both tactical 
and 5trategic value. 
c. Studies foreign research and development activi-
ties in the fields of radio, \virc, radar, television. 
photography; sound and visual communication, mete-
orological instrumentation, radio beacons, and othcr 
communication equipment a.nd sen'ices. 
d. ~In.intn.ins signal intelligence liaison with othcr 
branches. 
7. Chief Signal Officer 
a. Under the gcneral supervision of the AC of S, 
Inteiligence, the Chief Signal Officer (CSigO) controls 
all signal intelligenec operations. The staff intelligencc 
element of Office of the Chief Signal Officer is respon-
sible for advising the CSigO, all staff and technical 
divisions of OCSigO, and all field activities of OCSigO, 
on signal intelligence matters; for maintaining liaison 
with ACSI on technical intelligence affecting the Signal 
Corps; and for exercising staff supervision over field 
intelligence activities of the Signal Corps. 
b. The Signal Corps Intelligence Agency (SCL-\') 
is the principal field intelligence activity. The SCIA 
is responsible for-
(1) Producing, and keeping current files of in-
formation and intelligence for the use of both 
the Signal Corps and the Office of the ACSI. 
This includes intelligence concerning all 
activities in all foreign countries which 
parallel the U.S .. -'TInY Signal Corps, such as: 
(a) Foreign equipment dc.sign, performaDce, 
manufacture: .storage, maintenance) C[1pa-
bilitics) and limitation:3. 
(b) Foreign milit:lI'Y communication organiza-
tions, installations, signal doctrines and 
techniques. 
(c) Foreign ci,,-ilian communication facilities: 
their nature. operating characteristics. 
capabilities, limitations. vulnerabilities: and 
military use potential: including the effects 
of \'i.-cather: terrain) and other environ-
mental factors. 
(2) Disseminating intelligence to ACSI and to 
elements of the Signal Corps. 
(3) Exercising technical supen-ision over the col-
lection and use of signal intelligence informa-
tion in theaters of operation. 
(4) Processing and abstracting information from 
fureign equipment l'rccivecl from oversea 
theaters. 
(5) Originating and processing collection require-
ments for signal information and foreign 
signal equipment and supplies and forward-
ing them to ACSI for consideration at that 
level, or concurrently through channels, to 
appropriate Signal Corps elements in theaters 
of operation. 
(6) Training personnel and units for specializa-
tion in technical analysis and the preparation 
of technical reports, studies, and estimates. 
8. Theater, Field Army, and Corps Signal Officers 
Theater, field army, and corps signal officers are 
responsible for-
a. Providing their respective commanders with 
accurate and timely signal intelligence. This is ac-
complished by producing and maintaining signal in-
telligence reports and studies, and by acquiring, 
producing and maintaining information and intelli-
gence concerning foreign signal materiel, communica-
tion installations. facilities. and other fields of interest 
to the Signal Corps. Signal intelligence operations are 
coordinated with the technical requirements oj G2. 
b. Proyiding technical supervision of signal intelli-
gence personnel In the collection, examination, and 
reporting on captured enemy signal materiel, com-
Il1unic!1tion in.stallutions, and facilities in accordance 
with policies and priorities established by G2. 
c. 1faintaining estimates of the enemy signal situ-
:ltion. 
rl. Insuring the proper dissemination of signal in-
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tclligence concurrently through the 02 and Signal 
Corps technical channels, except for that required 
exclusively for the Signal Corps. 
e. Determining the extent to nhich captured enemy 
signal installations and materiel can be exploited by 
friendly troops. 
f. Developing techniques and preparing directives 
for the collection of information on enemy signal 
installations and materiel. 
g. Forwarding signal intelligence files to the SeIA 
upon the deactivation of assigned intelligence uuits. 
h. Training signal pCl':3onnel and units for specializ:l-
tion in technical nnalysis and the preparation of signal 
intelligence reports and studies. 
1.. Implementing and operating the system of evacu-
ation of captured signal materiel. 
j. Advising the 02 on signal technical matters and 
providing such assistance as may be required. 
k. Providing information for training of signa] per-
sonnel to foreign signal materiel to include recognition 
cha.racteristics, use. and interchangeability ,vith United 
States or allied signal equipment. 
9. Division Signal Officer 
The division signal officer supcn-ises signal intelli-
gence activities at diyision lcycl. His duties include 
the dissemination of signal intelligence to hip:her, 
luwer, and lateral headquarters, in conlonnancc with 
02 policy. 
10. Signal Intelligence Officers 
Any Signal Corps officer may-by rca son of his 
j raining or his association with military or signal 
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intelligence activities-be selected as a signal intelli-
gence officer. He may serve in a dual capacity, as 
commander of a signal intelligence unit under the 
operational control of the staff signal officer, and as a 
staff member of the signal section of the command 
to which he is assigned or attached. Under the direc-
tion of the staff signal officer and in accordance with 
G2, his responsibilities may include any or all of 
the following: 
a: Training personnel in signal intelligence practices. 
b. Evacuating captured signal equipment for intelli-
gence purposes. 
c. Training personnel in the characteristics of enemy 
signal equipment and its interchangeability with, or 
adaptability to, our own equipment. 
d. Exploiting signal intelligence derived from cap-
tured maps, diagrams) and other signal intelligence 
targets. 
e. Interrogating captured enemy signal personnel. 
f. Reviewing interrogation reports for the purpose 
of directing additional technical interrogation of 
specially qualified prisoners of war (POW). 
g. Implementing that portion of the c.ollection plan 
that pertains to the Signal Corps' field of interest. 
h. Preparing or supervising the preparation of field 
reports. 
i. Collecting information and producing signal in-
telligence concerning foreign signal materiel, com-
munication f::tcilities, and installations required by the 
staff signal officer for fulfillment of G2's requirement. 
11. Signal Intelligence Units 
Signal Corps intelligence units are normally as-
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signed or attached to corps) army, theater, or certain 
types of logistical commands. The units are responsi-
ble for exploiting any signal situation or captured 
signal equipment, supplies, documents. and other 
material that may expedite the immediate tactical 
mission or aid in long-range strategic planning. These 
units are described in paragraphs 17 through 22. 
12. Signal Units 
In addition to general intelligence responsibilities 
common to all combat and service units, signal units 
at all levels have specific technical responsibilities 
in assisting signal intelligence personnel and intelli-
gence officers. These responsibilities normally include: 
a. Reporting the capture of enemy signal installa-
tions to the nearest signal intelligence unit or officer. 
This report should include all available information 
pertaining to the location, quantity, condition, design, 
identification, manufacture) operation, and main-
tenance of equipment. 
b. Safeguarding captured supplies and equipment 
to an extent consistent with the assigned mission of 
the unit. 
c. Destroying captured equipment when recapture 
by the enemy is imminent. 
d. Reporting information pertaining to captured 
cryptographic materiel to agencies concerned with 
communication intelligence and security. 
13. Other Units 
a. Although signal intelligence is the direct con-
eern of specially organized units and agencies, all 
unit commanders should impress upon their personnel 
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the nece:3sity for recognizing and reporting promptly 
any information pertaining to signal inteiligence. By 
such action, individuals contribute to the production 
of signal intelligence and to the accomplishment of 
major military objectives. 
b. Indiyiduals may obtain information accidently 
,vhile performing a routine mission or they may be 
dirccted to seek some particular item of information 
through reconnaissancc or other means. In either case, 
considerable initiative is required. In reporting and 
processing information, no detail should be omitted. 
Information that seems unimportant at first glnnce 
or during initial processing may assume primary im-
portance ii-hen correlated 'with other inform~tion. The 
,"alnc of information is increased when the circum-
stances concerning its origin-including the time it 
'l"a5 obtained-3.re knoi.vn. Failure to report these cir-
cumstances often renders the information yalueless. 
c. Indi,-iduals must also be able to recognize and 
report negatiye information. KnmYledge of enemy 
inactivity in a gIven direction may have great intelli-
gence value. 
14. Intelligence Officers 
Intelligcl1(,c officers t1t aU echelons are -rcspon::::ible 
for the coordination of all functions pertaining to 
tcchnical intelligence. \Vhcre appropriatc, intelligence 
sections of the ~cncral staffs of highC'f headquarters 
may hase a tcrhnic.'11 intelligencc officer [l.ssigned or 
attaehcd to nssist the 02 with the tcchnical intelli-
gcnce pbn and the staff coorrlinating effort.. At corps 
leycl and higher, the G2 is usu.'111y 3.£:sistcd by a tcch-
ni(,.'11 intelligence staff officer for the purpo:"l' of sllpcr-
12 
vising collection acti;.-ities of a technical and scientific 
nature. This coordinator does not supersede the 
signal officer, who continues to function as the com-
mander's technical adi.·isoT. Specific duties of the 
various intelligence officers a.re outlined in pUblications 
listed in appendix 1. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION 
Section I. SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
15. General 
The SCIA is a class II activity under the control of 
the Chief Signal Officer through the staff intelligcnce 
element of the OCSigO. The SCIA: 
a. Coordinates the collection of signal intelligence. 
b. Eyaluates and correlates the information re-
ceived. 
c. Prepares signal intelligence studies. 
d. Disseminates intelligence information through 
Signa] Corps command and technical channels. 
e. ~Iaintains a research and reference service for 
technical signal intelligence. 
f. Provides assistance on matters of organization 
and training of Signal Corps intelligence units. 
g. ::'Iaintains liaison with other intelligence activi-
ties. 
16. Operations 
The SCIA: 
a. Eyaluates and interprets information and pro-
ducc.3 intelligence on foreign communications systems 
and equipment, both ciyilian .1nd military. 
b. Eyaluatcs and interprets information concerning: 
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foreign electronic research and development, as well as 
the natural and industrial resources that provide the 
civilian and military communication installations, 
equipment, and supplies of foreign nations. 
c. E":ploits intelligence derived from studies of cap-
tured communication equipment and scientific in-
wrmation. 
d. Prepares bibliographies concerning signal intelli-
gence information required by a theater or task force 
signal officer. 
e. Produces and maintains current intelligence con-
cerning technical details and performance data of 
captured materiel. 
f. Assists in the planning, activating, and training 
of signal intelligence units. 
g. Supervises the processing and distributing of cap-
tured signal materiel as directed by the Chief of Staff. 
U.S. Army) to meet training requirements within the 
CONUS. 
h. Supervises the preparation of signal intelligence 
manuals and training aids. 
'/,. Disseminates completed intelligence to agencies 
under control of the Chief Signal Officer and supcn"iscs 
the transmission of such intelligence to the ACSI. 
Section II. SIGNAL INTELUGi:NCE UNITS 
17. General 
Signal Corps intelligence units are employed in 
the field to procure and process information promptly 
and to disseminate the resultant intelligence. These 
units serve as the basic operating and coordinating 
elements of signal intelligence activities. 
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18. Mission 
Signal intelligence units are normally assigned or 
attached to the various echelons of command as re-
quired. These units nrc under the operational control 
of the signal officer of the command and are under 
the staff supcryision of the appropriate G2. The general 
mission of the units are: 
a. Collection of foreign electronic and communica-
tion equipment and materiel; study of their com-
ponents, use, effectiveness, and intelligence value, 
including research and development; selecting, rc-
porting, and evacuating foreign equipment and ma-
teriel for intelligence purposes, including research and 
dcvelopment. 
b. Identifying, photographing, and reporting fOl'eign 
telecommunication installations. electronic equipment, 
documents (in coordination \\"lth G2) and similiar 
materiel required for signal intelligence purposes. 
c. Assisting in the location. evaluation. intelligence 
exploitation. and reporting on foreign Signal installa-
tions and facilities. personnel, and agencies. Other 
activities of interest are those associated 'with or con-
tributing to the pimming, design, research and develop-
ment, testing: and production, storage, and maintenance 
of signal equipment. Construc'bon of signal in:::talb-
tions and other bcilitics that '\\"ould be of intcrc:3t to 
signal intclligcllcc arc also included. 
d. Conducting sigilal intelligence exploitation of 
information repositories .. in coordination \\"ith G2, and 
participating in the production and maintenance of 
intelligence peculiar to the needs of the Signal Corps. 
c. Assisting in or conducting training of units in 
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the special responsibilities and techniques by which 
those units may aid the signal technical intelligence 
collection effort. 
19. Organization 
a. There are five types of signal intelligence teams 
organic to a theater. These tcams-T.-\.. TB. TC. TD. 
and TE-are organized and equipped in accordance 
with TOE 11-500R. There is also a sixth typc-
Signal Technical Intelligence Team (class II)-
attached to a major ovearsea command. 
b. Each team has at least one signal intelligence 
officer assigned to it. 
c. 'Vhen required, any of these units can be aug-
mented by administrative, mess, and autolllotiyc main-
tcnance teams from TOE 11-500R. 
20. Theater Headquarters 
The TE-type team is normally attached or assigned 
to the theater or to a type C logistical command 
(fig. 2). This team-
a. Coordinates the activities of the TA-, TB-, TC-, 
and TD-type tcams. 
b. Disseminates signal 
theater of operatiolls.) in 
semination policy. 
intelligence \\"ithin the 
accordance \\"ith G2 di::,-
c. Supen"ises the storage, issuE'. and shipment. to 
COXUS of collectccl communication rnatcrial. 
21. Army 
One TC-typc team and one TD-typc tcam arc 
normally allocated to a field army or to a type C 
l()~i:"ti('al command (fig. 3). 
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Figure 2. Signal intelligence teams at theater. 
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Figure S. Signal intclli(1cnce teams at Qrmy. 
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a. Team Te. This team-
(1) Coordinates the activities of the TA-, TB-, 
and TD-type tcams. 
(2) Supervises the storage, issue, processing) and 
shipment to the rear of collected communi-
cation materiel. 
b. Team TD. This tenm-
(1) Performs technical examination and evalua-
tion of fixed plant communication installa-
tions and other special communication in-
stallations and equipment. 
(2) Recommends the disposition of these signal 
installations_ 
22. Corps 
One TA-type team and bvo TB-type teams normally 
are allocated to the headquarters of each corps or to 
a type B logistical command (fig. 4). 
a. Team TA. This team-
(1) Coordinates the activities of two or more 
collection teams TB. 
(2) Processes intelligence reports and forwards 
them to higher headquarters, within limita-
tions of G2 policy. 
(3) Provides the necessary liaison between the 
signal officer of the command and the G2. 
b. Teams TE. These teams-
(1) Accompany advance combat elements for 
the capture of special communication targets. 
(2) Tour after battle areas for the purpose of 
locating and safc;ruarding signal eql1ipmcnt 
abandoned by the enemy. 
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Figure 4. Signal intelligence teams at corps. 
(3) Collect. photograph, and identify items of 
captured signal materiel. 
(4) Prepare spot reports on all items collected. 
(5) Process and evacuate. through tcam TA. 
items of signal intelligence. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SIGNAL INTElLIGENCE OPERATIONS 
Section I. PLANNING 
23. General 
Signal intelligence planning is dc.signed to expedite 
the collection and exploitation of signa.l information 
and intelligence. It i3. a sYf3temat)c process that fol-
lows [t preseribed form as outllned in F:\1 30-16. 
\Vhen initial operational planning has been completcd 
and the estimate of the signal situation has been 
formulated, the signal intelligence operational plun 
can take shape. It is based on thc G2 technical in-
telligence find collection plans and is primarily con-
cerned with the sign~l.l intelligence collection mission. 
24. Technical Intelligence Plan 
a. The theater technical intelligence plan is pre-
pared by the themer G2 in coordination with the 
theater chiefs of tecbnical ~en-ices. Lm,;er level sup-
porting pbns are prepared by the :lppropriate 02 in 
coordination iyith the technical service special staff 
officers. 
h. The teclmicai intelligence plan encompasses the 
operations of all technical intelligence personneL It 
r:overs-
(1) Collection nnd processing of technicnl intelli-
gence inrormnt.ion. 
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(2) Handling of foreign materiel. 
(3) Dissemination of technical intelligence. 
(4) Organization for an intelligence task force 
operation. 
(5) Employment of technical service intelligence 
units. 
25. Collection Plan 
The collection plan is prepared by the G2 to direct 
the overall collection program. It is prepared to cover 
any specific period of operation and is modified when 
necessary to conform to new requests and decisions 
made by the commander as the operation develops. 
The collection scheme outlined by the plan is based 
on an analysis of the essential elements of information 
(EEl) required by the commander. 
26. Coordination of Plans 
All signal intelligence planning must be coordinated 
with the commander's immediate plan of operation 
and with the G2 technical intelligence plan. At corps. 
army, and theater headquarters, the G2 keeps the 
planning section-including the signal officer-advised 
of all matters pert.aining to enemy or indigenous com-
munications. In turn. the signal officer keeps the G2 
informed of all pertinent activities of the signal in-
telligence teams. At division level, the G2 coordinates 
his planning with the division signal officer, who co-
ordinates with the corps signal officer and with any 
corps signal intelligence personnel operating within 
the diYlsion area. 
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Section II. SOURCES OF SIGNAL INfORMATION 
27. General 
The reliability of the source of any intelligence in-
formation must be carefully evaluated. The accuracy 
of the information itself must also be carefully evalu-
ated by comparison with known facts. When a human 
factor is involved, the evaluation of the source be-
comes particularly important. For example~ Q,,-er-
zealous local inhabitantsJ in an effort to please, may 
give distorted information. Or the enemy may plant 
false deserters to deliberately distort intelligence in-
formation. Some of the more common sources of 
technical signal information are-
a. Captured signal equipment and installations. 
b. Local inhabitants. 
c. Captured enemy personnel. 
d. Captured photographs: charts, diagrams~ man-
uals, weather and terrain maps) and other documents. 
e. Aerial and ground photographs made by friendly 
forces. 
f. Weather and terrain maps made by friendly 
forces. 
28. Captured Signal Equipment and Instaiiations 
Captured signal equipment and installations-both 
military and civilian-may be the best sources of 
technical signal information available in a theater of 
operations. Such inf annation may be of technical. 
tactical, and strategic value. By analysis of this 
information: 
a. Use of the equipment may be determined and 
effective countermeasures may be developed. 
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b. It lJlaV be establi~heJ whether or not the enemy 
is in short ~upply of certain strategic materials. . 
c. It can be learned when, where, and how many 
units of the equipment were produced. 
d. Superior qualities of workmanship may be studied 
and parts may be introduced into our own equipment 
for increased efficiency. 
e. A basis may be established for the production 
of training literature to instruct friendly troops in the 
use of enemy equipment. 
29. local Inhabitants and Enemy Personnel 
a. Local inhabitants of an area of operation may 
be willing sources of information. One of the best 
sources of information is the personnel of underground 
organizations, who are usually trained for specific 
information-collecting missions. 
b. If skillfully interrogated, POW's illay willingly 
or inad,~ertently divulge information. Technicians 
who ha,~e become prisoners may unintentionally re-
veal information because of their interest in the tech-
nical aspects of certain equipment. Prisoners may be 
carf}~ing personal or official documents that furnish 
ncw information or confirm infofIlJ.ation already on 
hand. In addition to data on troop dispositions, cOlh-
munication lines, arms ann equipment, inf.ormation on 
the morale of the enemy, and the effeets of psycho-
logical warfare can be obtained from prisoners. 
30. Photographs 
Official aerial and grollnJ photographs may provide 
reliable infonnation on the enemy)s equipment, use of 
terrain) indigenous facilities) and lines of communica-
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tiOIl. Such photographti suggest profitable t:lrgL't:3 for 
specialized technical intelligence team assignlllents. 
31. Miscellaneous 
Other sources of information include such things 
as-
\Veather forecasts and studies. 
Strategic and tactical terrain surveys. 
Reference data. 
Studies prepared by other intelligence agcllcic~. 
Section III. COLLECTION OF SIGNAL INFORMATION 
32. Introduction 
Collecting captured signal equipment is one or the 
most important parts of the signal intelligence progranl. 
However) the program may be delayed or negated if 
the captured equipment is not handled and. processed 
correctly. 
a. Up to and including division. the collecting op-
portunities are mainly for individuals or te:lllE \\-ho~e 
collection acti"ities are curtailed both by the time 
factor and the tactical :3ituation. Their efforts nre 
restricted mainly to the collection or tactical signai 
information. 
U. At echelons abo"e division. the information 
trend gradually shifts from tactical to strategic. In-
telligence pC1'50nnel at corps. army. alld theater hayc 
more time to search larger illstallations and facilitic::'. 
c. To collect signal infonllation at any level. it i:-:: 
necessary to knu'iv u'hat to look for and rchere to find 
it. Basic intelligence operations and doctrine-
applicablc to all typcs of intelligence \\-nl'k-are 
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treated in detail in pertinent publications listed m 
appendi." I. 
33. Fields of Interes! 
Signal intelligence is concerned with information 
pertaining tc-
Radio equipment. 
"fire equipment. 
Sound and visual communication equipment. 
Facsimile equipment. 
Television equipment. 
Ground radar and recognition equipment. 
Direction-finding equipment. 
Power and auxiliary equipment. 
Photographic equipment. 
Meteorological equipment. 
Proximity fuses. 
Radiological detection devices. 
Electronic countermeasures equipment and 
devices. 
Guided missile guidance and control systems. 
34. Targets 
. Any nation normally has characteristic procedures 
for the location of equipment and documents and for 
the storage and issue of supplies. Peculiarities of 
procedures should be studied by signal intelligence 
personnel. Collection methods based on such studies 
greatly facilitate the signal intelligence effort. Ccrtain 
aspects of signal intelligence are of tactical value, 
certain others are of strategic value, and many overlap 
both fields. Tactical and strategic equipment and 
information are usually found in the following loca-
tions: 
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a. Tactical. 
(1) Forward observation points. 
(2) Command posts. 
(3) Unit headquarters. 
(4) Communication centers. 
(5) Unit supply agencies and facilities. 
(6) Artillery positions. 
(7) Various types of signal units operating in the 
forward areas. 
b. Strategic. 
(1) Unit headquarters. 
(2) Other military installations. 
(3) Communication centers. 
(4) Radio stations. 
(5) Radar stations. 
(6) Power stations. 
(7) Meteorological stations. 
(8) Telephone and telegraph switching centers. 
(9) Laboratories, research centers) and experi-
mental stations . 
(10) Supply warehouses and storago dumps. 
(11) Police and sccurity headquarters. 
(12) Railroad stations, railheads, rail centers, and 
othor logistical control points. 
(13) Civilian industrial installations. 
35. Selection of Equipment and Documents for Evacu-
ation 
a. Captured cquipmcnt for evacuation should be 
carefully selected, and, as a rule, only those items in 
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the best condition should bc fOn\':Jxc1cd to higher head-
quarters for evaluation. Quantities of equipment in 
excess of intelligence requirements are e,-acuatcd 
through normal signal supply channels. Sign:ll docu-
ments, ,'i"hereyer founel, should be evacuated for Cyah1-
ation purposes. 
b. \Yhen possible, only equipment ha\'ing .111 of its 
component parts or units should be selected for intelli-
gence purposes. \Yhere a complete set of equipment is 
not avaibble, an attempt should be made to assemble 
a complete set by using sound parts from dtunagcd 
equipment of the same type. To determine hm\" many 
pieces make up a complete set or how parts or com-
ponents fit together, captured enemy signal personnel 
may be interrogated by arrangenlent to;-ith the intelli-
gence section of the responsible headquarters. 
36. Photographic Coverage 
If possible, equipment and documents to be col-
lected for intelligence purposes are photographed 
intact before removal. These photographs arc made 
inclosures to the report relating to the collected item. 
37. Equipment Tag 
Frequently an item cannrt be evacuated 1111111Cl/i-
:tt.ely. To prevent duplication of effort and to rider 
appropriation by souvenir hunters, the equipment i~ 
tagged as having been inspected ur earmarked for 
collection. A typical equipment tag is shown in fig-
ure 5. 
a. The tag d.esignates the item for further sign.'lJ 
intelligence processing. gives pertinent inforrnation 
concerning the item~ and prevents it from being sent 
to disinterested ageneies. 
TO BE AFFIXED TO CAPTURED EIH,"Y EQU1PMEtH 
w 
-
, 
" o 
t 
" 
" o 
" 
" 
DO NOT DISTURB! 
HOMENCLA TJRE, ••••••••..•••••.•• 
~ER1AL NO- •••••••••••• 
DATE CAPTURED: 
WHERE CA?TU;<i;D, ••••• 
C1RCUfJ.STA:-!Ci:S OF CAP:rURE: 
THIS EOUIPMENT 'IS BE\HG HELD FOR: 
AHA.LYS1S 
UT1L1tAT!O!-l. 
SALYA(,E 
BY .<UTI'C'RIT'f Of' THEATER ARMY COMMA.NDER. If ... ' ... (~i(,i-I:-"Tl'R'E;' 
SE~~!~ ~ \ ....... iU:-HTl 
COLOR -r .... -..... DO NOT D\ST~RB! 
I, \ 
OF OPERATION 
IN 
SERVICE 
COLOR 
/ 
LANGUAGE OF AREA 
'ON REVERS:: SiDE PRINT ARTICLE 103,UNIFQ'RM CODE 
OF MIUTA"-Y JUSTICE. 
Fig/tie 5. Typical equipment tag. 
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b. The tag should include Article 103 of the Uniform 
Code of Military Justice and provide space for the 
following information: 
(1) Nomenclature and type number, if any. 
(2) Serial number. 
(3) Date, place, and circumstances of capture. 
(4) Equipment identification. 
(5) Notice of intended use. 
(6) Authority for collection. 
(7) Signature of person preparing the tag and 
designation of his unit. 
(8) Other identifying information. 
38. Collection at Different Echelons 
Most of the collection of signal intelligence is done 
at corps level by TB collection teams, under the direc-
tion of the TA team. At army level, the TC signal 
intelligence team and the TD equipment evaluation 
team collect much less equipment and material-their 
major effort is in the processing of intelligence ma-
teriel collected and forwarded from corps. At theater 
level, collection is practically nonexistent. The flow 
of signal intelligence m3.terial and reports is shown in 
figure 6. 
39. Guides to Collecting Signal Information 
The amount and kind of signal intelligence to be 
collected differs according to whether the captured 
installation is military or civilian. Checklists aid in-
dividuals) teams: Of other ~ollcction agencies during 
inspection of such installations. DA Pam 30-100 is 
an excellent instrument to aid all collecting agencies 
concerned with signal intelligence. 
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SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE 
COLLECTION 
Figure 6. Flow oj signal intelligence material and reports. 
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40. Checklist for Collecting Military Communication 
Information 
a. Organization and Equipment of Enemy Units. 
(1) Signal equipment in use by each military 
unit. 
(2) Qualifications of personnel in enemy com-
munication units. 
(3) Communication spccialist shortages. 
(4) Communication terminology and map sym-
bols. 
(5) All documents pertaining to military com-
munication and communication equipment. 
b. Methods of Operation. 
(1) Responsibility within the unit. 
(2) Responsibility to higher units. 
(3) Responsibility to lower and adjacent units. 
(4) Types of radio and wire nets in usc. 
(5) Types of communication in use-such as tele-
phone, telegraph, visual, and me::5senger 
facilities. 
c. Telephone nnri Telearaph Equipment. 
(1) S,,·itchboards. 
(2) Carrier and repeater equipment. 
(3) Users' equipment-such as telephone, tele-
graph, and tcletype'i'iTitcr end instruments., 
(4) Line materials. 
(,)) Line routes. 
(ti) Auxiliary equipment-such as. power sup-
plies. test equipment, and tools. 
d. Radio Equipment. 
(1) Transmitters and recciYers. 
(2) Remote control equipment. 
(3) Antennas. 
(4) Vacuum tubes and component parts. 
(5) Direction-finding equipment. 
(6) Special equipment: such as tone kcyers: de-
modulators: special multiple.xers, and con-
verters. 
e. Radar Equipment. Use the same checklist as for 
radio equipment (d above). 
f. JIeteoroloqica,l and :Vavigational E9u1pmcnt. 
(1) Measuring device5. 
(2) Recording devices. 
(3) Special radio equipment (use checklist in d 
above). 
g. Photographic Eqllipment. 
(1) Cameras. 
(2) Film. 
(3) Proccs~ing equipmcnt. 
h. Other EqlriPIII€llt. Any other equipll1cnt u:::cd pr 
controlled by the Signal Corps--such as ·~;jsl.ral, :-:;()nil'. 
infrared, and flash ranging equipmcnt. 
41. Checklist for Collecting Information on Nonrnifi~ 
tary Civilian Communication Facilities 
a. W'ire Facilities. 
(1) Name and location. 
(2) Description. 
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(3) Amount, type, and capacity of equipment. 
(4) Interconnection with other systems. 
(5) Condition and recommendations. 
(6) Outside plant. 
(a) Open wire lines-poles, pole fixtures, num-
ber of circuits, wire gage, and transposi-
tions. 
(b) Aerial cable--poles, method of suspension, 
conductor gage and composition, and num-
ber of pairs. 
(c) Underground cable-method and depth of 
laying, conductor gage and composition, 
and number of pairs. 
b. Radio Facilities (Including Broadcasting Sta-
tion.s) . 
(1) Name and location. 
(2) Description. 
(3) Antenna installation. 
(4) Station equipment--nomenclature of radio 
sets and auxiliary equipment. 
(5) Current operational condition. 
(6) Individual items of equipment-complete 
description of each item. 
Section IV. SOUVENIR CONTROL 
42. Introduction 
Sou\'enir control is important to the general milit<1ry 
intelligence mission for the prevention of unauthorized 
acquisition) mutilation, or cannibalization of captured 
enemy equipment, documents. and supplies. The need 
for this control is proportionate to the arnount of 
damage that souvenir hunting may do ra the intclli-
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gence effort. In combat areas~ strict souvcnir control 
is an immediate and continuing requirement. 
43. Reasons for Confrol 
a. Successful intelligence processing of captured 
equipment and information-both military and civilian 
-is expedited when the materiel is obtained in its 
entirety. Removal, by souvenir hunters, of any equip~ 
ment components~ documents, or photographs may 
break or prolong the intelligence process and delay 
vital intelligence functions. 
b. Unwarranted rummaging through captured 
equipment and documents hampers the intelligence 
mission by complicating the collecting and processing 
of information. 
c. Identifying data on captured equipment are often 
as vital to the success of an intelligence mission as the 
equipment itself. vv'"hen souvenir hunters remove tags 
or nameplates from captured equipment, they need-
lessly complicate the job of intelligence personnel. 
44. Signd Equipment Control 
Captured signal equipment attracts the attention 
of equipment scavengers, as \vell as that of souvenir 
hunters. 
a. Stringent controls must be exerted over captured 
optical equipment such as cameras. lenses, prisms~ 
meteorological instruments, theodolites. range finders~ 
tracking and sighting devices, and binoculars. Strict 
control over this type of equipment is necessary be-
cause of its small size, general attractiveness, and 
ease of acquisition. 
b. Controls are also required over captured com-
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ll1unication equipment, such a.s nwio sets, teletypc-
\vriters, repeaters, s\vitchboards. and other apparatus. 
This equipment constitutes valuable sources of in-
formation and must not be removed, disassembled, or 
di:::mantled by unauthorized personnel. 
c. Communication centers. facilities, supply depots. 
and technical installations seized by combat elements 
or an intelligence task force warrant particular pre-
cautions and provisions to prevent unintentional 
destruction by combat troops, debyed enemy demo-
lition, looting, or removal by souvenir hunters. If 
necessary, a guard unit from an appropriate rear arca 
organization should be provided. Since combat troops 
must be released as soon as the target is out of 
proximity to the enemy, another unit must provide 
normal interior guard. This may be aecornplished by 
tbe provost marshal or by drawing troops from Signal 
Corps units, which should be prepared to rcmain until 
duly relieyed. 
45. Dongers of Souvenir Hunting 
The individual soldier must be made to realize the 
clrmgel's of sQuYcnir hunting both to himself and to 
his command. 
a. Booby traps present the greatest immediate per-
sonal danger to the souvenir hunter. ,\Vhen souvenir 
discipline is relaxed, the enemy \yill make expeditious 
use of this knowledge, and excessive casualties may 
result. Developments in chemical, bacteriolobical, 
and radiological warfare methods tend to make 
souycnir hunting an increasingly more dangerous 
aci.i\'ity. 
l). The llnW~llTanted dc::;trllc1 ion of c:tpturcd equip-
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mcnt, supplies, and installatiuns tv friend Iv troop;,: 
engaged in souvenir hunting depriY~s friendiy forC'~':, 
of certain materiel that might be urgently needed for 
research, and also deprives intelligence personnel of 
potentially important sources of information. 
46. Responsibility 
The unit commander is responsible for the enforce-
ment of souvenir control regulations. To stimulate in-
terest in the collection effort, commanders must iln-
plement directives from higher headquarters governing 
the return of trophies turned in by members of their 
commands. Items that eease to be of military value 
should be returned to individuals after appr~oval of 
G2, with a certificate, in duplicate) authorizing their 
retention. 
47. Authority 
The primary authority for sor::renir control i.5 con-
tained in Article 103 of the Uniform Code of 2\Iilitarv 
J ustiee. It states that enemy pronertv-both milit;lr~· 
and civilian-becomes the· prop·ert; of the United 
States immediately upon its capture, and must not be 
sold or othelwise disposed of lvithout proper authority. 
During combat operations, DA regulations are fre-
quently issued to co\-er particular situations and to 
clarify control procedures relative to individual items 
of equipment. 
Section V. PROCESSING OF SIGNAL INFORMATION 
43. General 
Processing includes the collation l evaluation, and 
interpretation of collected information. At corps 
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level, processing plays a relatively minor role, with 
increasing importance at army and theater levels. At 
army, it consists primarily of collating equipment and 
information received from teams attached to corps and 
from individuals and units operating below corps level, 
and forwarding this to theater. At theater, processing 
assumes a major role in the development of materiel 
and information into usable and timely intelligence. 
49. Collation 
Signal information is collated to keep data of the 
same categories together for convenience of selection. 
comparison, and coordination. In the conation of in-
formation, no facts can be disregarded. Items that 
seem trivial at first glance may assume primary im-
portance upon comparison with other facts. 
50. Evaluation 
An item of information must be appraised in order 
to determine its pertinence, the reliability of the souree 
or agency, and the accuracy of the information. A 
close and expeditious examination of the reeeived 
information establishes its degree of relevancy and 
its possible value. The reliability of the source and 
collecting agency is also determined before the in-
formation can be evaluated. The accuracy or truth 
of the information itself must be determined separately 
from the reliability of the source and agency. The 
rating of the information is done in accordance with 
pertinent paragraphs of FM 30-5. 
51. Interpreta'ion 
Interpretation is the critical analysis of the evalu-
ated information to determine its significance with 
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respect to information or intelligence already at hand. 
There are two phases to consider-first, establishing 
the conformity or nonconformity of new infonnation 
with existing information, and second, determining its 
significance. 
a. The purpose of interpreting signal information 
is not to drs IV conclusions as to the enemy:s com-
munication capabilities or probable courses of action~ 
but to establish accurately the facts of the enemy 
situation. Proper interpretation of collected informa-
tion results in intelligence that is accurate and con-
cise, free from irrelevant matter, and ready for 
immediate use. 
b. The probable significance of processed informa-
tion must be determined in tenus of past, present; and 
future factors. ~Vhen the reliability of the source and 
the accuracy of an item of information have been 
established, the question arises as to \\'hat the informa-
tion means in the light of other available information. 
In answering this question; important points to con-
sider ure-
(1) Does the item alter or add significance to 
any information previously received? 
(2) Does the information tend to confirm the 
estimate of the enemy situation or does it 
tend to indicate that the estimate is incorrect? 
(3) Does the information suggest that any previ-
ous information was purposeJy planted by the 
enemy for deception? 
52. Processing at Corps 
At corps le1;el, processing consists principally of 
consolidating the information and materiel obtained 
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by the collection teams and other sources. It includes 
the intermediate steps of preparing equipment and 
documents for shipment to army and the dissemination 
of reports of immediate tactical value to the interested 
agencies. 
53. Processing at Army 
In addition to coordinating the activities of the 
teams attached to lower echelons, signal intelligence 
personnel at anny level are responsible for forwarding 
to theater headquarters enemy signal materiel that 
is not authorized for retention within the army com-
mand. Equipment arriving from field collecting 
agencies is checked and identified for purposes of 
signal intelligence and for possible issue to troops. 
Technical installations and equipment bypassed by 
combat units are exploited for intelligence purposes. 
This is done by team TD, which analyzes and recom-
mends disposition or use of the installation or equip-
ment. Copies of this equipment evaluation report 
are disseminated to interested agencies. 
54. Processing at Theater 
At theater level, processing is a detailed operation 
that includes the steps of collation, evaluation, and 
interpretation. Actual procedures depend upon the 
signal intelligence officer, the theater slgnal officer. 
and the theater G2. In addition, signal intelligenee 
processing activity at this level includes the super-
vision of the packing and shipment to CONt:S of 
captured signal equipment in such quantities as may 
be required for intelligence purposes. The detail~ of 
equipment evacuation are explained in applicable 
manuals (app. I). 
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Section VI. DISSEMINA T/ON OF SIGNAL 
INTELLIGENCE 
55. Requirements 
Disscmination of signal intelligence (fig. 7) is as 
essential as any of the steps in its processing. Signal 
intelligence is of no value unle:::::: it reaches the indiyid-
uals or units concerned in time to serve Its purpose. 
To meet this requirement, dissemination of intclllgcnce 
fnust be: 
a. Specific and timely. 
b. Adequate to fill the needs of the situation. 
c. Broad enough to assure that the informaticm lS 
received by all interested agencies but limited enough 
to prevent its reception by agencies not requiring the 
lllformation. 
d. In ~uch form that the recipients may f:1pitlly 
locate details of interest to them. 
e. Disseminated in accordance with established 
AC of S Intelligence or G2 dissemination potiey at 
each command echelon. 
56. Department of fhe Army 
The SelA disseminates signal intelligence outside 
the Signal Corps to all interested agencies authorized 
to receive such intelligence after approyal b:'l the 
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence. 
Departmcnt of the Army. Technical bulletin::: [[nd 
other report.s arc distributed through comm::lnd chan-
nels to thc~ters of operation~ as required. 
57. Theater 
The major signal intelligence dis.::cmin:ltiol1 effort 
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is conducted at theater level, where the TE team be-
comes the source of signal intelligence for all com-
manders within the theater. This effort is directed at 
all reports required to put the intelligence into the 
hands of the users. Normally, the periodic intelligence 
reports compiled and processed by the TE team are 
the means of dissemination. These reports are dis-
tributed to all interested commands through the 
theater signal officer. Information copies of all in-
telligence summaries, reports) and estimates are also 
disseminated by the theater signal intelligence officer 
to other signal intelligence teams as required. 
58. Army 
Dissemination of signal intelligence at army level is 
normally confined to equipment evaluation and 
periodic reports. These reports are distributed to-
a. Army signal 'officer. 
b. Army 02. 
c. Theater TE team. 
d. Other interested commands (through the army 
signal officer). 
59. Corps 
At corps level, dissemination of signal intelligence 
is in the form of spot and periodic reports that have 
been prepared on collected items of information or 
equipment and that summarize signal intelligence oyer 
a given period. These reports are distributed to-
a. Corps signal officer. 
b. Corps 02. 
c. Army TC team. 
d. Other interested commands (through corps signal 
oflicer. ) 
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Section VII. SiGNAL INTELLIGENCE REPORTS 
60. Introduction 
All signal intelligence teams prepare reports. These 
reports ore submitted to the appropriate staff signal 
officer and the unit G2. In turn, the signal officer 
transmits these reports-through technical channels-
to the signal officer of his superior headquarters. Rc-
ports of interest to other commands arc similarly 
transmitted to the appropriate signal or communica-
tions officer. Samples of various reports are given in 
appendixes II through V. 
61. Coordination 
a. To carry out their mISSIOns, signal intelligence 
teams must obtain much of their information and 
virtually all of their logistical support from units and 
agencies of the headquarters to \Yhich they are at-
tached or from units subordinate to that hcetdfluarters. 
b. To insure full cooperation and to maintain a good 
\yorking relationship between the ~ign[ll intelligence 
teams and their supporting agencies. the phns and 
operations of the teams must be coordin:1ter1 at the 
headquarters to which they are attnchcd. ?lIo~t of 
t his staff coordination can he arr:mgrd ,\'it h G2 
through the signnl ollie-cr. 
c. Other st[liI sections are often ('(ll1ccrIlrd ,yith 
sign:11 intelligence team activities, and t hoy nlllst he 
kept informed. For this reason, the distribution or 
routlng of information copies of report.s should be 
f:-equcntly reV181';C(1. 
62. Types of Reports 
SpeciaJ and periodic reports :l,rc prr:parcd b~' the 
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various units and agencies concerned with signal 
intelligence. These reports are disseminated in accord-
ance with G2 policy. 
a. Special reports are prepared whenever a useful 
item of information becomes available. Several differ-
ent types of special reports are prepared by the 
different echelons of signal intelligence. 
b. Periodic reports are prepared at opecific internls 
to keep interested echelons and agencies currently in-
formed of the overall intelligence effort. They are 
prepared by signal intelligence teams at all echelons. 
c. Specific types of reports are listed in the follo,,·-
ing table. This table also shows who prepares each 
type of report. to whom the report is normally dis-
tributed, and the general content of each type of 
report. 
Type and II I ·1 
es,!::natlOn d · . I Prepared bY-I, Directed to----
Spot Teams T A i Corps SigO 
(special). I and TB Team TC 
Corps G2 
I 
Erplipmcnt I TC'.1ln TD 
evaluation 
(special). I 
1 
i 
ArmySi.!!O 
Tenms TC 
and TE 
ArmyG2 
Preliminary'! Te:Hl1s TE SeIA 
(:3pC'eiai). ::nd TD Theater 
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SigO 
Theater 
G2 
General content 
On-the-spot report. 
Brief information 
about newly col-
lected materiel. 
Det.ailed description of 
c:Jpabilities of c~p­
t1ll'OO fixed plant in-
stallations. civil anri 
miJitar:v, and other 
special items of 
equipment. 
Detailed report. on se-
lected items. 
45 
Type and 
designation I P"puoo by-i Di,ected t~ 1 ___ G_en_'_"_l_,o_n_t"'_t __ 
Periodic 
,
- All teams! As required 1. Basic signal intelli-
at peri- I to high- i gence report. Sum-
\ odic in- i er, lower, i, marization of col-
tervals i and ad- I lected materiel. All 
jacent I new signal intelli-
units and i gence items. 
head- I 
quarters I 
Technical I SelA 
bulletins. I All inter-ested 
head-
quarters 
Detailed reports on 
selected items of 
equipment. 
Other I All teams 
studies, ~ and 
i 
As required I As required 
sum- ! SerA 
maries, i 
and \ 
estimates. i 
63. Requirements 
Four principal characteristics of reports are brevity, 
clarity, pertinence, and interest. 
a. Intelligence reports should be brief but complete. 
Thus, two conflicting aims must be satisfied. 
46 
(1) Brevity is needed for the commanders, staff 
officers) and others who require a brief sum-
mary of the enemy's operations and the 
significance of these operations in relation 
to probable future courses of enemy action. 
(2) Detail is required by muny other recipients) 
'who must have the most complete informa-
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tion concernmg specific aspects of enemy 
activity. 
b. Clarity may be increased by stating known in-
telligence and admitting the lack of other desired 
information. Unconfirmed information must be so 
labeled. Unless this is done, units using the informa-
tion as a basis for plans may become victims of false 
indications of the enemy)s capabilities. 
c. All intelligence reports must be both relevant and 
timely. The scope of enemy activity included in these 
reports varies with each headquarters for which the 
report is prepared. A small tactical unit usually re-
quires information in considerable detail about the 
enemy. A higher headquarters is more concerned with 
information more appropriate to its operational 
requirements. 
d. Illustrative material-such as photographs, maps, 
and sketches-add to the value and interest of a 
report. Readability can be maintained by elimination 
of unfamiliar abbreviations and unnecessary refer-
ences. Excessive use of coordinates should be avoided~ 
especially when a map is not included in the report. 
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64. General 
CHAPTER 5 
TRAINING 
Signal intelligence training follows the methods of 
instruction prescribed by FM 21-5 and FM 21-6. The 
principles of preparation, explanation, demonstration, 
application, examination, and discussion can be fo1-
lo,,·ed throughout all phases of intelligence training. 
This training is best accomplished by centralized in-
struction, therefore every effort should be made to 
include pertinent aspects of signal intelligence in the 
course of instruction at all schools. 
65. Scope of Training 
a. Military intelligence training is a staff responsi-
bility of the Intelligence Officer in coordination with 
the Operations Officer at each Command Level and is 
conducted in accordance ,,·ith DA directives and train-
ing programs. This training is received by all members 
of t.he army during thc1r basic ano specialist training. 
u. Bast"c signal intelligence training is gi"ven to all 
members of the Signal Corps and communications per-
sonnel of other a rms and services. It covers-
(1) Responsibility of the Signal Corps for tech-
nical intelllgence. 
(2) Sources and methods of collecting and re-
porting signal information. 
(3) The importa.nce of pre:::;crvation of c."lpt.urccl 
communication equipment and material for 
examination. 
c. Specialized individual intelligence training is 
given to officer and enlisted personnel selectcd for 
duty with a Signal Corps intelligence unit or agency. 
It may be given through special intelligence courses, 
through field training with a signal intelligence team. 
or through an assignment with the SeIA. Norm~111y. 
this training inc1udes-
(I) Principles of intelligence. 
(2) Organization and mission of the signal In-
telligence teams and the SCIA. 
(3) Value of signal intelligence. 
(4) Composition of signal intelligence reports 
covering the tactical and strategic aspects of 
communication. 
(5) :\Ieans of communication and a study of 
recognition factors of communication equip-
ment. 
(6) Organization of corps, army, and theater 
headquarters t\nd of signal units operating 
in a theater of operations. 
(7) Sources, collection, proces~ingl ~tnd disscmina-
tion or signal intcllig:c!lcc information. 
(S) Basic photography. 
(9) Orienta.tion in the language of the area of 
operation. 
d. Specialized unit Sl:gnal intelligence traim·ng be-
gins on completion of individual training. Signal 
intelligence personnel are assigned to teams and the 
unit training begins. The officers assigned to the in-
dividual units are responsible for this phase of traininG;. 
(1) Usually, several teams are activated and 
trained as a. complete unit in anticipation of 
assignment to a specific theater of operation. 
However, teams IDay be activated and trained 
individu:dly. 
(2) The truining program for signal intelligence 
teams is based on an 8-week cycle. It is, 
essentiall,', an extension of the specialized 
indiyidu:d program and a specialized course 
in each of the subjects listed under c above-
covering each subject as it applies to the 
specific mission. 
66. Responsibility 
a. The unit commander must insure that all officers 
and enlisted personnel have an understanding of their 
intelligence duties. 
b. The signal intelligence officer must correct de-
ficiencies and increase the intelligence consciousness 
of personnel in his area of operation. Each soldier 
is potentially an information collector who should be 
trained to report on such matters as the location of 
captured or abanduncd communication equipment and 
installations; the enemy's signal operating procedures, 
efficiency, and Illor:tle; the techniques of construction 
of communic3tion centers; and the use of visual and 
sound communication methods by the enemy. In-
telligence con5('ions.nl~:3S instilled in these men increases 
the flow of captured signal equipment through intelli-
gence channels and decreases souveniring and needless 
destruction of ndu:lble equipment. Training does not 
end with the completion of a program or school. It 
must be continued on-the-job training to be effective. 
50 TMiO 502e, July 
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AR 380-5 
AR 381-45 
AR 381-220 
AR 614-46 
ATP 30-201 
DA Pam 30-1I-l 
DA Pam 30-11-2 
DA Pam 30-2G 
DA Pam 30-100 
DA Pam 310-4 
FM 19-40 
FM 21-5 
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APPENDIX I 
REFERENCES 
Safeguarding Defense Information. 
(Clo.ssified) . 
(Classified) . 
Assignr:r;.ent to Field Operations Intelligence 
Duties. 
Army Training Program for Milibry 
Intelligence Headquarters :lnd Administra-
tive Teams, Interrogator Teams, Trans-
lator Teams and Document Teams, 
Interpreter Teams, Order of Battle 
Teams, Aerial Photo Interpretation Teams. 
Technical Intelligence Coordinator Teams. 
Guard TeuIDs, Microphone and Recording 
Teams and Above Specialists Personnel, 
Organic to Division und Higher Head-
quarters. 
Foreign 1Jilitary 'Veapons and Equipment. 
Vol. vI. Signal Equipment. (Section L 
U.S.S.R.) 
Foreign J\filitary IVeapons und Equipment, 
Signal Equipment Section II. Soyict 
Satellites. 
A Guide to the Collection of Technical 
Intelligence. 
Intelligence Col1ection Guide, Telecommuni-
cation. 
Index of Technical 1hnuals. Technical 
Regulo.tions. Technical Bulletins, Supply 
Bulletins, Lubrication Orders, and ?o.Iodi-
fication Work Orders. 
Handling Prisoners of W;lr. 
Military Training. 
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FM 21-6 
FM 21-30 
FM 30-5 
FM 30-15 
FM 30-16 
FM 100-11 
FM 101-5 
SR 10-380-1 
SR 32Q....5.-1 
AR 345-274 
SR 380--305--10 
SR 605--150-30 
TF 7-295 
TF 19-1809 
TF 30--1493 
TF 30-1494 
TF 30-1896 
TOE 11-500R 
TlI 32--250 
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TedmitlUC'S of Milibry Training. 
l\Iilitary Symbols. 
Combat Intelligence. 
Examination of Personnel and Documents. 
Technical Intelligence. 
Signal Communications Doctrine. 
Staff Officer's Field Manual; Staff Organi-
zation and Procedure. 
Organization and Functions, Department of 
the Army, Office of the Chief Signal 
Officer. 
Dictionary of United States Army Terms. 
Records Administration; 1Jaintenance :lnti 
Disposition of Intelligence and Security 
Administration Files. 
St::mdardization of Photo Intelligence Re-
ports, Designation and Content. 
Intelligence Specialization, Officers. 
l\Tilitary Training. 
Gene\ra Conventions, Handling Prisoners of 
War. 
Prisoner of \Var for Intelligence. 
Production of Combat Intelligence. 
Technical Intelligence in Action. 
Sign;).l Sernce Organization. 
Fundamentals of Traffic Analysis (Radio-
telegraph) . 
TAGO 502C, Jilly 
1 .. Preparation 
APPENDiX /I 
SPOT REPORT 
After selecting and tagging an item of signal equipment, an 
on-the-spot report is prepared by a member of the coilection 
team. 
a. The report should be concise and complete and should 
incorporate the following inrol'm:J.tion: 
(1) Item. 
(2) Description. 
(3) Condition. 
(4) How and where obtained. 
(5) Disposition. 
(6) Remarks. 
b. At the corps signal section, team T) .. con.:iOliJates :md 
reproduces spot reports in sufficient quantities for dissemin:l-
tion. Reports normally contain iniormntion as indlc:ued .lll 17. 
above, but may be supplemented as circumstances permit or 
require. 
TAGO 502C, July 53 
2. Example of Spot Report 
CLASSIFICATION 
Spot Report No. 15 
2 October 1952 
1. ITE~!: Field switchboard. 
2. DESCRIPTION: 
a. General. Ten drop fie"ld switchboard, encased in a gray 
metal case about 17" x 8" x 6". 
b. Weight. Approximately 15 Ib with batteries. 
c. J.Vomenclature. Type K-IO, serial No. 450975L 
3. COXDITION: Gcnern.lly good-two broken line terminals. 
4. ROW OBTAINED: This item was captured by unknown 
elements of the ROJ{ infantry when they routed an enemy 
compauy near Taegu on 9 October 1950. 
5. DISPOSITIO:N: Thjs item has been evacuated to army. 
6. RE11ARKS: This appears to be a new type switchboard, 
used by forward combat elements down to and including com-
pany. Photographs are attached. 
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lsi E. G. Groth 
E. G. GROTH 
1st Lt, Signal Corps 
CLASSIFICATION 
TACO 502C, July 
APPENDIX III 
EQUIPMENT EVALUATlON REPORT 
I. Content 
After discovery or capture of an enemy military or civilian 
communication installation, the afmy signal officer requires 
knowledge of its condition and capabilities for possible use or 
integration into the communication system. This will require 
a thorough inspection and evaluation by the equipment evalu-
ation team TD. This evaluation and inspection can also be 
made on special items of equipment collected by intelligence 
teams for purposes of furnishing such information to interested 
agencies at army. The resultant report is prepared by te~m 
TD after analysis. The report should di5close: 
a. Name of installation. 
b. Location (town, street,. number, etc.). 
c. T)-p€ (radio station. telephone central, etc.). 
d. Circumstances of discovery or capture. 
e. Complete description. 
f. Recommendations for use or di:::position. 
g. Photographs, ChUfts, diagrams, and sketches of the in-
stallation. 
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2. Example of Equipment Evaluation Report 
CLASSIFICATIOX 
HEADQUARTERS 
I74th Signal Intelligence Team 
APO 112 
2 Oct 1952 
Sl13JECT: Evaluation Report of Captured Radio Station 
TO: See Distribution. 
1. On 1 October 1952. elements of the 3rd Infantry Bat-
talion, adYfmcmg through Genco, captured (almost iniact) a 
radio station On the outskirts of the city. 
2. The station, located on the top floor of an office build-
ing at X o. 399 Darec Street, in the south end of Genco, was 
apparently used as a police or security force station. This 
stat.ion probably served to dispatch various radio-equipped 
elements :::md also operated in a net "ith a higher headquarters. 
probably located in Hostilia, about 250 miles to the southeast. 
Sufficient equipment wns found to operate effectively in t\'\"O 
separate netS within a 25-mile radius, and also to maintain 
point-to-point communications with a distant stat-ion, possihly 
in the city of Amigia. 
3. This station is a semipermanent installation in fairly 
good condition. although tubes are smashed and interconnect_ 
ing cables .'Lre cut, At present! the station is inoperative, but 
it could be rehabilitated with sever.'ll days' work, since the 
tubes can be replaced with standard Signal Corps types. Fol-
lo\,-ing is a list of the major components of the station: 
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a. Three (3) Rldio Transmitters. T.ype S-28-A. 
SC:'ia! Xo. 487I68-P. 487178-P, and 48703--1-P. 
2.5 to 17.5 mcg::l.Cycle, voice and cw, SO-\vatt output. 
Pow"€r: 220-,·olt, 1-phnse. 60-cycle. 
b. One 0) Radio Transmittcl'. Type S-ll-F. 
Serial :\"0. 4916-.--\.. 
1.i5 to 1S.5 megacycles. HJice and cw, 500-wait 
output. 
Pcv.-er: 220-,·olt. 3-ph;l.~e, GO-cycle. 
CLISSIFIC,I TIOX 
T.-\GO .5(12G. July 
CL.ISSIFIC<TIOX 
c. FoUl' (4) Radio Receh"ers. Type R-:::3-C. 
Serial Ko. 7465, 9382. 8675, and 8570. 
.S to 20 megacycles. voice and cw r('cci'·cr8. 
Power: UO-volt, I-phase, 60-cycle. 
d. One (1) Frequency Meter, Type G-05--L. 
Serial l\o. 95843-L. 
.5 to 20 megacyclf' heterodyne frequency meter. 
Power: llO-,·olt, 1-phase, 50-cycle. 
e. One (1) Control Panel, Type B-17-D. 
Serial Ko. 50U-P. 
(This panel permits one operator to. modulate or 
key any one of four transmitters at WIll. or to con-
ne~t a~y transmitter to remote control lines as 
desired.) 
f. Two (2) Generator Sets, Type P-155---B. 
Serial 1\0. 9382-F and 93S3-F. 
Diesel engine driYcn. skid mounted. 
Output: 220-volt. 3-ph.'1se, 25-kv:l, GO-cycle. 
g. Three (3) Antennns, Type R-7S-X. 
No serial numbers. 
Vertical whip 22 feet iong. 
72-ohm coaxial c.'1ble to transmitters S··2S-A. 
h. One (1) Antenna, no type number. 
No serial number. 
Horizontal doublet 100 feet long on GO-foot poics 
running ~E to S,\Y. 
600-ohm two-wire transmission line to tr:<n.smittcr 
type S-ll-F. 
z. ).Jiscellaneous maintcl1rtnce equipment :md .::upplic.::. 
4. Because of its nature. this stn.tion \'·it\.it.s ... ex;:"\i;n~ 
f .j.'. td be \vell suited for u"'e bv the Ml.lla,) 101,('. ;1CIltlCSWOU '. - d '}' ' 1 
in traffic control. The equipment c~mnot be u~c "':it l.s~~nl\~;-( 
Si!:mal Corps frequency-modulated vhf tactlc:1.l. 1'ad.:o:;. lC 
~ Id b d " ! ,\lth slight hi,~h-powered tr::tn~mitter cou e remo,·c :l~!.. .. . ~ . 
°d·fi t· culd be u-ed with frequeuc," sllltt l"atilO[elC't} p(! mo 1: C:l lOn, c. :;, -.. b, . ;< 
kr'ying. It is recOInmcnded thnt the pOiYf:,r cqtllpmcnt c jl',~ 
CL,\SSIFIC,\ no:\' 
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CLASSIFICATION 
in place, because the 220-volt. 3-phase pOw"er required for the 
large transmitter is available at most fixed transmitter 
stations. 
5. Arrangements have been made with the 14th Militarv 
Police Company to place a guard on the installation until 
disposition is confirmed. 
6. Attached as inclosures are sketches of antenna systems 
and layout of equipment in the building. Photogra~hs of 
major equipment items are also included. 
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/s/ E. X. James 
E. X. JAMES 
1-Iajor. Signal Corps 
CLASSIFICATlO.:<i 
TACO 502C, July 
1. General 
APPENDIX IV 
PRELIMINARY REPORT 
The prelimmary report on captured equipment is made on 
selected items of equipment at theater level. Its primary pur-
pose is to disseminate information on new or unusual items of 
equipment or material to interested agencies in the theater 
and to the SCIA in CONUS. 
2. Content 
The preliminary report should include: 
a. Brief description. 
b. How obtained. 
c. Documentary material, if any. 
d. Brief technical cha~acteristics of the item and component 
parts. 
e. Usage-normal and special. 
J. Comparison with "Cnited Stutes materiel and possible use 
by United States forces. 
g. Recommendation and disposition. 
h. Other information as may be required by the theater 
commander. 
TACO 5020, July 59 
3. Exompre of Preliminary Report 
CL,SSIFI CA TIO X 
HEADQUc,RTERS 
APO III 
175th Sign:tl Intelligence Te;ltn 
20 October 1852 
SL~BJECT: Preliminary Report on Captured l"ield Radio 
Type RBj\I~1. 
TO: See Distribution 
1. One complete unit of this field radio, type RBM-1, was 
captured by unknown elements of the ROE: inbntrv about 
1 October 1052, in the vicinity of SEISSU ('12.7-05.3)-. 
a. The equipment is di\'ided into four sections for pack 
tr~msportation; t,~·o sections arc in metal cases and bvo sec-
tion5 are in canvas bngs. ,rhen tram:portcd by truck. the 
equipment is p.1cked into one wooden chest. Th~ ba:;ic trans-
mitter-reccl'n::r section is housed in a metal cnse which meas-
nres 13 x 7 x 101;~ inches ::l.Dd 'weighs .1bout 25 pounds. The 
battery case, type UP, 1.5 similar to the trnnsmitter-l'cceiycr 
unit. The normal battery complement u£cd \,-ilh Radio Set 
RB?\.r~l consIsts of one sto,,1ge battery, type 2::\E:X~22, and 
four dry battery units, type BAS-GO, or three dr', battery 
units. type BAS--SO. The battery case, ~omplete with- batterie;, 
weighs about 27 pounds. A cam-as bag conbins the headset, 
h:mdset, telegraph key, and connecting cables. The antenna 
kit is packed in a second canytlS bag, In addition, there are 
two sm::dl, 'Wooden boxes for spare parts. 
b. XO documentary material relating to this unit ,yas 
c;'!pturcd ,,·ith this :::d. 
2. ThIS radio set is a ('olllplete tran:3J1littcr-rccci\'er 011 one 
chassis coycring the frequency range of 1.5 to 5.0 mcgacycles. 
and it is battery opcl'atC'd. Rccci\-cr and transmitter dials ;'!re 
icientic:ll. In e:tch (,.1~e, only the seale corresponding to the 
band in use is exposed. Band r:mgcs are: BAXD I, from 1.5 
to 3.0 megacycles; and IL\XD II, from 3.0 to 5.0 megacycles. 
Separate h:mJ switches an'. pro\'ided ior the transmitter and 
recoin:r .. \11 oper:1ting control:; arc 10eM('d on the from P:1Uf'J. 
CLASSIFl CA TI OX 
a. Three type SO~257 tubes are u.5ed in the transmitter. 
Power output is about .5 watt on radiotelegraph and .3 "'\\att 
on radiotelephone. 
b. The receiver employs a h De SB-242 tube as the 
mixer-oscillator and five type 2K2::\1 tubes in the remainder 
of the receIver. AudlO power output of the reCeIyer :lvernges 
.03 watts. Telephone line connectlOns ure proyided so that the 
radio set may be llsed from a dist.:mt point if an operator is 
present to control the send-receive switch. 
c. Both transmitter and receiver use a battery power 
supply that is carried in the case marked UP. A terminal 
strip is pro\'ided at one end of the case for connecting batteries 
to the jack serving the pO'\\'cr cord from the radio set. An 
additional two-contact Jack IS proyided on the outside of the 
case, supplying 2 volts. 
d. The antenna is a rod-type screwed into the antenna 
socket on the panel. 'and consists of six I-foot sections and a 
top section of five fI.:lt metaJ fingers, about ~n'2 inches long. 
fanned out to form a star. 
e. No test equipment was captured with this set. 
3. At the time of capture, the set wns in use at a com-
mand post: ho,\yever. it appears that it ca.n n bo be used from 
a vehicle or on the march. Ii captured m quuntity, it could 
be used by United States forces. netting with the SCR-694 
and the SCR-536. It appears to be rugged and simple in 
design as compared with the Gnited States sets. 
4. Photographs accompanying this report indicate detnils 
of serial numbers. nomenclature. etc. Recommend that the 
unit be nir-shipped to the CO::\l-S nt an early date for further 
eX:lmination and analy:::is, 
TAGO :.oze, Ju'.y 
Is/ F. J. Hill 
F. J. HILL 
Captain. Signal Corps 
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APPENDIX V 
PERIODIC REPORT 
The periodic report is the basic and primary means of 
disseminating signal intelligence. Used at all levels, it sums 
up the information that has been collected, evalu~ted, and 
interpreted during a given period. It is a convenient means 
of keeping higher, lower, and adjncent units informed of the 
enemy situation. It frequently contains important information 
that has been disseminated by means of special messages and 
reports. Distribution of periodic intelligence reports usually 
is made to stan sections of the unit headquarters, headquarters 
of the next two higher and subordinate echelons, and adjacent 
units. Further dissemination Inay be made as required and in 
accordance with G2 policy_ 
2. Content 
No standard content for this report can be formulated. The 
content, format, and preparation depend on the procedures of 
the headquarters to which the team is assigned and upon the 
type and amount of intelligence available at the time of 
preparation_ However, the periodic report should include: 
a_ Summaries of all items of signal equipment and informa-
tion COllected-quantity, condition, and disposition. 
b_ Summaries of all signal intelligence items collected during 
the period covered by the report-intelligence concerning 
enemy signal operations, usage of equipment, type of com-
munications, nets, quality, 3.nd morale of enemy signal 
personneL 
c_ Comments by the signal intelligence officer interpreting 
new intelligence, and old intelligence in light of new infornl:l-
tioD._ 
62 TAGO ~02C, July 
d. Other information as required by the commander of the 
headquarters to which the team is attached. 
3. Example 01 Periodic Report 
CL",SSIFI CA TIO?-: 
HEADQuARTERS 
175th Signal Intelligence Team 
APO 111 
20 October 1952 
SUBJECT: Periodic Report ?-: o. 10. Period 1 Oct 5~ to 
15 Oct 52. 
TO: See Distribution 
1. During the period coycred by this report. the following 
items of signal equipment and materiel b.ve been collected 
by Signnl InteJligence Collection Teams. S:l.mples of all items 
hrwe been evacuated for further inspection and analysis. 
Item 
L Field Switchboard 
Type RBM-I-I( 
2. Field Radio Set 
Type K-42T5 
3. Field Telephone 
Type HBL-17 
4. Field Telephone 
Type RBL-105 
5. Field Wire 
Type TLB 
6. Radio Receiver 
Type PCR 
7. Batteries 
Type T3B4 
Quantlly 
9 compiete 
15 less power 
supply 
Lncal wn OT 
dispOSItion 
Evacuated to 
CO?-:L'S 10 Oct52 
Stored at 147 Signal 
Depot 
22 new, in origin.:1.1 Stored at 147 Signal 
containers. Depot 
1 
Twenty ~'S-mile 
reels 
2 
500 (2~'S-volt, 
origiD.:ll 
containers) _ 
Evacuated to 
CO~US20ct52 
Stored at 147Signal 
Depot 
Evacuated to 
CO?-:US20ct52 
Stored at 147 Signal 
Depot 
2_ As evidenced by numerous reports from yari~d sources, 
the previous high quulity of enemy slgual communic:ltions 
h~s deteriorated to some extent. This appears to be especi[tlly 
true on the central front. There appC:1rs to be a :::hortage of 
fully trained operators. prim:1rily radio. In general, along 
flU fronts, the morale of enen,:\" signa.l personnel 18 low. 
CLASSlfICATIO?-: 
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CLASSIFICA TIO~ 
a. Extensi\"e interrogation of enemy radio operators, 
captured in a recent probing attack on the central iront, 
re\"eals that the enemy is now using partially trained personnel 
to nlnke up losses suffered in recent reversals. 
b. Reports of PO\V's in .subparagraph a above have been 
confirmed by interrogation of another prisoner of war, who 
was captured in actlOU on the eastern front. This PO,"V con-
firmed that the enemy is generally in short supply of critical 
signal items, which has caused communication personnel to 
complnin and Ul.ke a defeatist attitude. 
c. Preliminary analysis of Field Telephone RBL--I02 
Type, captured in September 1952, reveals that improved 
equipment may soon be used in greater quantities by combat 
elements. The RBL--I02 type telephone has an increased audio 
rnDge of up to .:; miles o\'er previous models; it is sturdier, 
mOre comp.1ct, and lighter than telephones in use. Similar 
lrends town,rd sm:tller, compact units ha,"e been noted in other 
items of c~ptured equipment. 
d. A POW recently interrogftted by G2 asserted that 
future attacks will be preceded by absolute radio silence, fol-
lowed by a sudden increase in sonnd and visual signals, in-
duding pyrotechnics, in the forward areas. These signals wi11 
be used to transmit prearranged messages between commanders 
of forward elements. Armored vehicles will use pyrotechnic 
signals up to and into the initial stage of attack. This in-
formmion w'as confirmed by a document from another source. 
This ties in with recent information that pyrotechnics are 
being brought up to forward areas in greater quantities. 
Comment: Although enemy signnl communications seem to 
ha'l;e deteriorated somewhat, it is belie.·ed that this is a 
temporary condition due to recent intensified air strikes 
ng,-1.inst tlle enemy's Jines of communication. For planning 
purposes, it is felt that the capahility of the enemy com-
munic:1tions to support a m:ljor offensiye has bcon somewhrrt 
ncntrnlized. hl1t is still st::J.!J1c. 
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hi Ch::trles A. Fuller 
CHARLES A. FULLER 
l'vInjor. Signal Corps 
CLI~';I VIC.ITION 
TAGO !j(l2C, July 
APPENDIX VI 
EXAMPLE 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE PLAN 
(ALL ECHELONS) 
CLASSIFI CA TI 0 N 
Issuing Heuaqu.'l.rtE'l"s 
Place 
Time/Date 
Appendn: ....... 10 .-\nnex ....... (!nteJIigcnce) to Opn Phn 
1. Gener~d 
A statement of the purpo':"e, references, period con;!'ed. "uti 
designation of subordinate elements required to prepare :similar 
plans. 
2. Organization 
A statement of the mi~sion, org,mization, allotment of Signal 
Corps technical intcliigence detachments. respomibiiitit's .'l.ud 
functions, as well as designation of Signal Corps Depots. 
3. Personnel 
a. 1Vilitary. Policy concerning: special p:<sses; bking cU-::iorl:-' 
of captured enemy materipj; mon'lnc-nls in forward arc:1_"': 
reporting to command post~; cooper:ltion with combat intciii-
gcnce personnel; relalion:ship behveen intc11ig-cnce and Sign;,1 
Corps t t'chnical intelligence personnel. 
b. Ci'L'ilirl1l. 
(1) .-iuthority for pre~ente in tbeater of o11emtions; p~l~:ses 
required. 
(2) Policies concernmg; spon!:'ors for indi.·idwds C'tnJ 
groups. 
(3) Responsibility of sponsor for logistical .:'llpport. 
CL.\~SIFIC.\ TION 
CLASSIFICATION 
(4) Limitations on actiyities of individuals and groups. 
4. Direction 
Policies governing publishing requirements and Items Wanted 
LISts; designation of special targets; direction to be provided 
by subordinate echelons and technical services. 
5. Collection 
a. Documents. Procedures for collecting and fonvarding 
documents; responsibilities for evaluating importance and 
timeliness of data; channels for forwarding. 
b. Prisoners. Procedures for selection and interrogation of 
personnel with technical knowledge; channels for evacuation; 
ultimate disposition (civilians, neutrals, deserters, etc.). 
c. 111 ateriel. 
(1) Di::position of information concerning captured enemy 
m:tterieL 
(2) Policies for safeguarding, evacuation, examination and 
ultimate disposition. 
d. Pacilities. Procedures for collecting and reporting in-
formation, responsibility and preparing EEl; channels for 
forwarding or disposition of facilities data. 
6. Processing 
a. Records required to be m:1intaincd. 
b. Policies governing preparation of preliminary and final 
field reports. 
c. Liaison and coordination between intelligence agencies and 
Signal Corps concerning evaluation and interpretation of 
technical intelligence information. 
7. Dis.semination 
a. Purpose, scope, language, content, and type of periodic 
and special reports to be submitted. 
b. Policies go,'erning dissemination. 
S. Scientific/Technical Inleliigcncc Task Force Opcratiun.:5 
CLASSIFICATlOX 
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CLASSIFICATIOX 
a. Theater and theater army policy concerning scope and 
effort that may be expended on missions. 
b. Authority to determine whether an intelligence target 
should be saved for capture or destroyed. 
c. Procedures for collecting and reporting data. 
d. Responsibility for direction of operations. 
e. Limitation on units and indi;;iduals authorized to par-
ticipate. 
J. General provisions for security of planned operations; 
safeguarding components of intelligence and other value; 
priorities concerning exploitation. 
Commander 
Distribution: 
Authentication: 
CLASSIFICA nON 
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Jlajor General, United States Army, 
The Adjutant General. 
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SIGNAL CORPS TECHNICAL INTElLIGENCE 
F1I 11-30 
} 
HEADQUARTERS, 
DEP ART1IEXT OF THE ARMY 
CH.o'.)<GES Xo, 1 W.ASHINGTO::::\ 25. D.C., 1 November 1961 
F:M 11-30, 13 August 1956, is changed as follo,,"s: 
'iYherever "Signal Corps Intelligence Agency" or 
its abbreviation "SCI~~" appears, change to United 
States Army Signal Intelligence Agency and 
USASIA respectively. 
4. Definitions 
Signal intelligence as defined in AR 320-5 iE to be 
sharply distinguished from communication jntelli-
ge.nce~ and electronic intelligeuCB. 
* 
b. COJnmun£cation intelligence consists * :;< * of 
this manual. It is a function for which the Signal 
Corps has partial responsibility in certain areas 
of intelligence. 
* * * * 
15. General 
The USASIA is a class II activity under the cou-
trol of the Chief Signal Officer through the Re-
search and Development Division of the OCSigO. 
The USASIA: 
:(. 
16. Operations 
The USASIA: 
• * 
TA:GO 2320C-Oct. 610·Hll 0 ·-61 
* • 
i. (Supersedec1) Disseminates completed intelli-
gence to agencies under control of the Chief Si1!nal 
Officer, and to the ACSI. ~ 
20. Theater Headquarters 
The TE-type team * * * (fig. 2). This team-
* * • * * 
c. Supervi.ses the storage, issue, and shipment to 
COKUS of collected signal material. 
33. Fields of Interest 
Signal intelligence is concerned with information 
pertaining to--
* * * * * Infrared deyices. (Added) 
8pace yehicle communications equpipment. 
(.\.clded) 
Automatic data processing e qui p men t. 
(Added) 
34. Targets 
. A ..ny natlon normally 
tions: 
:;, 
* 
b. S tl'a ley ;r:. 
* 
:;.: 
* * * t.he follo\\'ing loca-
* * * 
'" * 
.;: 
40. Checklist for CoJiecting Military Commui!ication 
Information 
o. (h';pwi::atloil ulid Etjulpmenf of Enemy Units. 
* 
(6) (AcHed) Xame of Signol Officer. 
* * • • 
2 T.-\GO 2320C 
h. Other Equipment. Any other equipment used 
or controIIed by the Signal Corps-such as visual, 
sonic, infrared, television, and flash ranging equip-
ment. 
41. Checklist for Collecting Information on Nonmili-
tary Civilian Communication Facilities 
• 
b. Radio and television fadlities 
b )'oadca8tingstaiion~) . 
* * * 
• 
(including 
* 
c. (Added) Oommw"catio,"s-Electron;es }Janu-
jactllring Plants. 
(1) Name and location. 
(2) Type equipment produced. 
(3) Current operational condition. 
(4) Inventory of completed equipment, parts, 
and ra:w materials. 
d. (Added) 001mmmications-Electron;cs Resea)'eh 
and Development Laboratories. 
(1) Name and loclltion . 
(2) Type of equipment. under deveIopnwnt. . 
e. (Added) Plwtograpks and Documents Patam-
i-ng to Comm,unicat-ions-Electronics Facili:ies, JIan-
ufacturing Plants and Research Laborato1'la. 
44. Signal Equipment Control 
Captured signal equipment * ,;: '" of SOllYC1l1r 
hunters. 
• 
c. COlllnmnicat.i.on cente-rs, facilit.ies~ supply de-
pots~ technical instal1ations, research. and deyelop-
ment laboratories and manufactUrIng plants, or 
an jnielli;l'll(,:C task force -warrant particular precau-
3 
tions and pl'o~isions to pre\'ellt unintentional destruc~ 
tion by combat troops, delayed enemy demol1tion, 
looting, or removal by souvenir hunters. 
65. Scope of Training 
* * * * d. (Superseded) Specialized unit sig=l intelli-
gence training begins on completion of individual 
training. The officers assigned to the individual 
units are responsible for this phase of training. 
4 
(1) Normally, personnel selected for assign-
ment to a signal intelligence unit will be 
assigned initially t.o a lower echelon team~ 
Team TA for administrative personnel~ and 
Team TB for Signal Corps teclmicians. As 
tra.ining and experience are gained, qualified 
personnel will be selected for subsequent 
assignment to a higher echelon teall1-
Team TC, TD, or TE-to meet normal re-
placement requirements in appropriate mil-
itary occupational specialties. 
(2) "When required, several teams may be acti-
,-ated and trained as a complete unit for 
assignment to a specific theater of opera-
tions. However, teams may be activated 
and trained individually. Individual re-
placements normally can be integrated into 
a team and receive on-the-job training on 
an individual basis with no loss to unit 
effectiveness. 
(3) For newly activated teams the training pro-
grnm is based on an S-week cycle. It may 
also be desirable to retrain teams under this 
prog!':lm~ when warranted by a large turn-
over of personne1. The progr,tm is, essen-
tially, an extension of the specialized CO',J2'se 
in each of the subjects listed nnder c, 
above--ccyering each sllbject as it applies 
to the specific mission. 
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APPENDIX II (Superseded) 
SPOT REPORT 
T. Preparation 
Aft-er selecting, photographing, and tagging an 
item of signal equipment, an on-the-spot report is 
prepared by a member of the collection team. 
a. The report should incorporate the following 
information: 
(1) X omenclature of item. 
(2) Description. 
(3) Condition. 
(4) How and where obtained. 
(5) Cross-reference to photographe, if any. 
(6) Disposition. 
(7) Remarke. 
I). Since the lower echelon collection team ha-s lim-
ited D.dministratiY'e capability, forms may be repro-
duced anel kept on hand so that the report can be 
expeditiously completed in pencil. Re.ports nor-
many cont.1in information as indicated in 0, above, 
hnr may be snpplemented as circumstances permit 
or !'equire. An _ example or a spot report js shon-n 
}11 I)arngraph ~. 
c. At the corps signal section, team Tj ... screens 
:1.1\(1 fOnY~lrds the reports with recommendations to 
the corps sig-naI officer as to distributIon of infor-
mation ,yhich has not been preT"ion~ly reported. 
d. _-tt. each sllccessiYe echelon jn sign~l intelli-
gellce ('hannels~ the responsible t('nm or agency will 
screen the reports and fOI',yarcl to the next higher 
echelon those which conbin newJy [lcf]njred infor-
rnatioll. 
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2. Example 01 Spot Report 
CLASSIFICATIOX 
SPOT REPORT KO. 15 D_-\'TE: 2 Oct 52 
1. ITE~f KQ}fENCLATURE: 
Field Switchboard, K-I0. 
2. DESCRIPTION: 
Ten drop switchboard in a gray mebll case. 
17" x 8" x 6". ,V eight: 15 Ibs w/batteries. Ser. 
Xl'. 45~9751. 
3. CONDITIOX: 
Good ~ FeeP 
4. HOW _-\'KD WHERE OBTAIXED: 
2d ROK Inf. Regt; 3 miles XIV of Tc\EGlJ. 
5. PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Pfc Spencer 
Pack NT. 4 
6. DISPOSITIOX: 
Esp. Nr. 6 
Evacuated to Army. 
7. REMARKS: 
Captured from company level unit. Appears .to 
be new type switchboard for forward combat lmltS 
down to and inc.luding company. 
UXIT: 95th Sig Det 
TAGO 2320C 
SIGNATURE: /s/ E. G. Groth 
E. G. GROTH 
1st Lt, SC 
CLASSIFICATION 
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General, United States Army. 
Official: Chief of StatI 
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J1 ajar General, United States Army, 
The Adjutant General. 
Distribution: 
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OS Base Comd (3) 
LOGCO)fD (3) 
::UDW (3) 
Armies (5) 
Corps (5) 
Div (5) 
Ede (2) 
Bg (4) 
Cml En (1) 
Engr En (1) 
Ord En (1) 
QM Bn (1) 
Sig Bn (10) 
),IP Bn (1) 
:\Hl Intel Dn (10) 
Cml Co (1) 
Engr Co (1) 
Ord Co (1) 
Q:.\f Co (1) 
Sig Co (10) 
:.\IP Co (1) 
:ml Intel Co (10) 
Instl (2) 
USMA (25) 
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USAWC (5) 
Br Sve Sch (5) except 
t;SASCS (SOD) 
Specialist Bch (5) 
Joint Sell (5) 
GE~DEP (2) 
Sup Sec, GEXDEP (2) 
Dep (2) 
Army Tm! (5) 
GSA. Trans Tml Corod (5) 
POE (5) 
OSA (3) 
PG (2) 
Arsenals (2) 
USA Corps (2) 
MUMsn (1) 
MAAG el) 
DSA.RMA (1) 
'Cults. organized under fol-
lowing TOE's: 
11-500 (TA.-TE) (3) 
17-22 (4) 
30--600 (A.A, BA. CA. 
CL) (2) 
XG: State AG (3); units-same as Active Army e::;;:cept a11ow* 
nnce Is one copy to each unit. 
·CSdR: Same as Active Army e::;:cept allowance Is one copy to 
!;'ach unit. 
For e:x.plannti0n of abbre>iations used, see AR 320-50. 
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